
Absolute Deception When FBI Agent John Nelson's (Cuba Gooding Jr.) key 
informant, Miles, is abducted and shot, all that's left is a severed finger. In 
order to find a new lead, Nelson travels to New York City to inform widowed 
magazine reporter Rebecca Scott (Emmanuelle Vaugier) that her long dead 
husband, Miles, had only recently been murdered to see if she had heard 
from him in recent years. Perplexed, Scott joins Agent Nelson in the wealthy 
enclave of Australia's Gold Coast to find out what really happened. The two 
soon discover Miles may have been part of an elaborate "Ponzi scheme" to 
bilk investors, and a vengeful billionaire, out of millions of dollars. As more 
layers of Miles' secret life are exposed, can the two stay ahead of the 
mysterious attackers who will stop at nothing to halt their investigation? 
Oscar-winner Cuba Gooding Jr. (1996, Best Actor in a Supporting Role, Jerry 
Maguire) stars in the sexy psychological thriller that will keep you guessing 
until the final twists and turns. Sony
Killing Lincoln Based on The New York Times best-selling novel, Killing 
Lincoln is the suspenseful, eye-opening story of the events surrounding the 
assassination of U.S. President Abraham Lincoln. While some aspects of the 
plot to slay Lincoln and cripple the newly forming union are widely known, 
much more of the history unfolds in this insightful thriller. As actor John 
Wilkes Booth becomes increasingly obsessed with removing Lincoln from 
office, a secret cabal forms, and ultimately empowers Booth to carry out an 
event that will change America forever. Narrated by Oscar Winner Tom 
Hanks and produced by Tony Scott and Ridley Scott, this historical 
masterpiece stars Billy Campbell (TV's The Killing) in a spectacular turn as 
President Lincoln. Fox
Double Feature Universal Soldier Luc (Jean-Claude Van Damme), is about 
to be thrown into action once again. The entire Universal Soldier team is 
facing elimination, including SETH, the super-computer that controls the 
ultra-warriors. Knowing that his days are numbered, SETH decides to seek 
revenge by destroying his creators. By morphing into human form he begins 
to unleash his wicked plan. As Luc faces SETH, a battle pitting man against 
machine and good against evil ensues, offering the kind of high-intensity 
sci-fi action you’ve come to expect from Van Damme in a story you won’t 
soon forget! 2nd Command In this action-packed, edge-of-your-seat film, 
Jean-Claude Van Damme plays an official who’s just been appointed as 
Second in Command to the U.S. Ambassador at an American Embassy in a, 
turbulent Eastern European nation. When local insurgents attempt a coup 
d’etat, the nation’s President takes refuge inside the embassy. The embassy 
is then besieged by the well-armed insurgents. Now it’s up to Van Damme 
and the embassy’s small detachment of U.S. Marines to fend off the 
attackers. Mill Creek
Double Feature The Nines Ryan Reynolds and Hope Davis star in this clever, 
mind-bending thrill ride through the mind of an actor, a writer and 
videogame designer who arguably controls them all. The Nines consists of 
three short films, each featuring the same actors in different and sometimes 
overlapping roles. Together, three stories form a single narrative that 
explores the relationships between author and character, actor and role, 
creator and creation. Alternately funny and unsettling, The Nines is like a 
riddle where the answer is the question How does it all add up? Slipstream 
is an exciting and inventive drama about life and death and everything in 
between. Aging screenwriter Felix Bonhoeffer (Hopkins) has lived his life in 
two states of existence: reality and his own interior world. While working on 
a murder mystery screenplay. Felix becomes baffled as his characters start 
appearing in his life, and his life starts slipping into his characters. Soon, he is 
thrown into a vortex where dreams, time and reality collide in an 
increasingly whirling slipstream. Mill Creek
Double Feature Physical Evidence Burt Reynolds stars as Joe Paris, a 
hard-drinking cop accused of murder. The only person who isn’t entirely 
convinced that Joe is a murderer is a public defender played by Theresa 
Russell. While they desperately search for a killer who may or may not exist, 
one thing remains certain between evidence and passion lies innocence or 
guilt! Anderson Tapes Starts Sean Connery as a man who has just been 
released from a lengthy prison sentence. He quickly recalls his criminal past 
when he plots to rob every apartment in an large, wealthy building. What he 
does not suspect is that the entire building is rigged with video cameras. 
Mill Creek
Hollywood Homicide this hot action comedy is guaranteed to keep you on 
the edge of your seat...and in stitches. Starring Harrison Ford and Josh 
Hartnett, Hollywood Homicide redefines the buddy-cop genre. In 
Hollywood, no one is who they really want to be. Veteran police detective 
Joe Gavilan and his rookie partner K.C Calden are no exception. Between 
Joe’s struggling real estate business and K.C.’s fledgling acting career and 
yoga instruction, they’ve got a major murder case to solve. With both 
Internal Affairs and their main suspect on their tails, Joe and K.C. have to 
infiltrate the dangerous world of the hip-hop recording industry. Juggling 
two careers proves to be a comical adventure, with Joe and K.C.desperate to 
stay alive long enough to catch their big break. / Hudson Hawk Bruce Willis, 
Danny Aiello, Andie MacDowell and Sandra Bernhard star in the funniest 
action/adventure comedy ever. Willis is Eddie “The Hawk” Hawkins, the 
world’s most famous cat burglar, who, after 10 years in prison, is ready to go 
straight. But it’s not going to be easy for The Hawk. The mob and the CIA 
have conspired to blackmail Eddie and his partner (Aiello) into stealing 
three da Vinci masterpieces from the most heavily-guarded museums in the 
world. Sounds simple, right? Wrong! While trying to steal the goods, Hawk 
falls in love with a beautiful but schizophrenic nun (MacDowell) and is 
relentlessly pursued by the greedy and powerful Minerva and Darwin 
Mayflower, who want the artworks as part of their twisted plot to ruin the 
world’s economy. It’s wall-to-wall action as the wisecracking Hawk saves the 
world, wins the girl, and gets the last laugh. Mill Creek
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